Retreat Learning Outcomes 2016:

1. Clear and deeper understanding of Student Equity and how it relates to student success and IE?
2. Esprit de corps leading to increased faculty participation and conversation.
3. Creation of shared interests/common ground/collective meaning.
4. Incorporation of learned best practices into courses and services/programs.
5. Increased awareness of cultural competency.
6. Operational action items determined by area faculty/administrators/staff.
7. Integrate initiatives across campuses and between student services and instruction.

Retreat Learning Outcomes 2015:

1. A clear understanding of Student Equity as it relates to student success and IE.
2. Bonding--esprit de corps--leading to increased participation and conversation.
3. Creation of shared interests and common ground.
4. Find collective meaning.
5. More full understand student services at MJC.
6. A broadening of understanding new curriculum delivery modules.